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Introduction 
 

This case study forms part of a research study conducted for FinMark Trust and Rooftops 

Canada into the provision of housing support products and services for housing microfinance 

lending in East and Southern Africa.  The study aims to understand the extent to which 

housing support services form part of the housing microfinance process, and whether these 

services can be enhanced and if so, how. Using an action-research approach the study 

examines the kind of housing support products and services accompanying housing 

microfinance in six diverse organisations in Kenya, Malawi, South Africa, Tanzania and 

Uganda.  
 

Habitat for Humanity Uganda (HFHU) has over time become increasingly concerned with expanding its impact by 
meeting the needs of greater numbers of households and being responsive to the needs of Uganda’s poor. After 
extensive research HFHU terminated its old mortgage loan product and repositioned itself. They implemented a pilot 
wholesale finance programme to stimulate greater access to housing microfinance through a partnership with a 
microfinance institution, Uganda Agency for Development Limited (UGAFODE).  HFHU provided UGX 330,000,000 (USD 
165,6631) to UGAFODE in wholesale funding. The pilot occurred between December 2007 and June 2009 and was 
successful. Subsequent wholesale funding has already been disbursed by HFHU to UGAFODE and plans are underway 
to roll out this programme to other microfinance institutions.  

HFHU simultaneously piloted a retail lending programme providing housing micro-loans to people of low incomes; 
this pilot commenced in March 2008 and concludes in 2012. HFHU also provides housing advice and support in its 
orphans and vulnerable children (OVC) programme in Eastern Uganda which is implemented in partnership with other 
development organisations, however the OVC programme is not documented in this case study.  
 
The partnership with HFHU enabled UGAFODE to introduce a housing micro-loan, called the Flexible Housing Loan. 
The partnership gave UGAFODE access to finance, expertise and skills development. After the success of the pilot 
UGAFODE expanded their product mix by introducing a second housing loan product, the Micro Mortgage. 
 
Between 1998 and 2007 HFHU had only constructed 137 houses but since repositioning the institution they have 
assisted more than 350 people – indicating a demand for housing micro-loans that allow people to make independent 
choices about the design and construction of their houses. The repayment rate was 88% for the period ending October 
2009 and is steadily improving as systems mature. The overall percentage at risk on the loan book is between 11 -12% 
and they have verified that 95% of the loans were utilised for the intended purpose.   
 
UGAFODE has had even greater success introducing the Flexible Housing Loan. They have experienced high demand 
amongst their clients for the new product. UGAFODE issued 435 loans with 94% repayment rate and have verified that 
95% of the loans were utilised for the intended purpose. 
 
HFHU does not provide housing support products or services to their borrowers while UGAFODE only provides 
assistance with land registration. HFHU and UGAFODE successfully use a novel two-tier interest rate system as a 
disincentive to the diversion of loans. Their lending model innovatively adapts the social pressure utilised in group 
lending. 
 
HFHU and UGAFODE’s experience suggests that environmental conditions influence the need for housing support 
products and services to ensure that housing microfinance results in home improvements.  The case offers many 
valuable lessons and illustrates the effectiveness of well managed partnerships in enhancing organisational impact.   
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Contextual information 
 

Over the past 150 years political control of Uganda has shifted continuously and often 

violently creating instability and conflict. This has impacted the population tremendously 

resulting in under development in Uganda.  Since Yoweri Museveni seized power in 1986 the 

country has enjoyed political stability despite conflict in Northern Uganda caused by 

resistance from rebel groups. 

 

Although it is landlocked, Uganda is rich with natural resources (copper, cobalt, gold, oil, 

etc.), has fertile soils and high rainfall. This is beneficial to the agricultural sector where 82% 

of the labour force is employed.6   

 

Over the past two decades, boosted by the growing services sector and industries (many of 

which are also agro-business), the Ugandan economy has gradually grown and strengthened. 

Income-poverty declined significantly in 

the early 1990s7 but increased again over 

the last decade. Although the country has 

a low unemployment rate (stated at 3.5% 

nationally and 10% in urban areas in 

20078), two-thirds of the population still 

live below the poverty line.9  There is also 

a high level of income inequality which 

has increased gradually over the past 

decade10 despite economic growth and 

increased productivity. With its low gross 

national income per capita (PPP)11 of USD 

1040 in 200712 the country is still 

recognized by the United Nations as one 

of 49 Least Developed Countries.13;14 

 

Styles of building vary but most Ugandans live in thatched huts with mud and wattle walls 

and corrugated iron roofs. In urban centres, sun-baked mud bricks, concrete blocks and even 

fired bricks were encouraged by the government, which was responsible for a number of 

housing schemes prior to the 1970s.15 The government established the National Housing 

and Construction Corporation (NHCC) in 1964 to develop housing but since then the agency 

has developed and sold less than 10 000 houses.16 Recently NHCC has implemented 

several housing developments mainly targeting the middle income market despite the need 

for housing amongst lower income groups. The agency has equity in Housing Finance Bank 

Ltd, a state owned entity, which has a number of mortgage loan products and a loan product 

for incremental home improvements, the Growing House loan. Uganda‟s budding housing 

construction industry is focused on servicing middle and upper income groups17 and HFHU 

has been the primary supplier of housing to people of low-incomes for many years.  

 

Political instability affected land rights and the combined effects of this and colonial rule 

created multiple claims on land parcels, „a heritage of evictions, arbitrary dispossession, land 

disputes and conflicts.‟18 There are no effective dispute resolution mechanisms in place and 

this combined with the extensive mineral resources generates uncertainty in land rights and 

tenure insecurity, creating considerable vulnerability amongst Ugandans.19 

 

 

 

Uganda: Relevant Development Indicators 

Human Development Index2i 0.514 

% Population below the $2 per day poverty linei 75.6% 

GDP3 in USD billions as at 2007i 11.8 

GDP PPP4 in USD billion as at 2007i 32.7 

GDP per capita in USD as at 2007i 381 

Gini Index5i 42.6 

Population size 2009 in millionsii 32.7 

Average population growth rate 2005 -2010ii 3.3% 

% Urban population 2009ii 13% 

Urban population growth rate 2005 -2010ii 4.5% 

% Population with a lack of access to drinking 
water on their yard or plotiii 

36% 

% Population with a lack of sanitationiii 54% 

% Population collecting water from points 
located 30 minutes awayiii 

41% 
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This tenure insecurity has curtailed growth of the housing finance sector. In a vicious cycle, 

efforts to address it and develop housing have been limited by Uganda‟s chaotic land 

management and property rights administration systems. The Draft National Land Policy 

acknowledges that these systems have been shaped during the colonial era when 

communities were deprived of their lands by the dual land tenure system which gave Mailo20 

title to a privileged few and simultaneously allowed customary tenure systems to operate.  

 

Consequently land is under-utilised, inefficiently managed and subject to dysfunctional and 

corrupt administration. Land reform efforts over the last decade have not addressed this but 

the Draft National Land Policy aims to consolidate the legislation affecting land tenure, 

management and use, to reform tenure regimes, introduce effective dispute resolution 

mechanisms, guarantee the land rights of the marginalized and improve tenure security. 

 

Tenure insecurity has placed housing mortgages out of reach for the majority of the Ugandan 

population, creating a market for incremental housing and innovative housing microfinance 

solutions. Uganda has a growing financial sector which mainly services middle and high 

income earners; the Finscope financial access survey found that 67% of Ugandans were 

financially unserved and 17% more were informally served by savings and credit 

associations.22 Qualifying criteria for commercial bank loans is prohibitive for low-income 

earners and housing microfinance is relatively new in the country‟s financial sector. 

Recognising this, the Ugandan government has committed to supporting Savings and Credit 

Cooperatives but many are reluctant to take up the available government funds as 

government‟s prescribed loan terms are considered too restrictive and there are allegations 

of abuse of these funds for political patronage. Furthermore, these funds have not been 

earmarked for housing microfinance.23 

  

Microfinance institutions report a trend amongst their clients to divert loan finance intended 

for enterprise development into financing home improvements. In response several 

microfinance institutions have developed housing products and development agencies 

supporting them are also responding. Stromme has undertaken a feasibility study into the 

provision of housing microfinance and is in the product development phase; they will embark 

on a two year pilot with their East African partners.24 

Habitat for Humanity Uganda (HFHU) 

Geographic scope HFHU has a national office located in Kampala which provides retail housing micro-loans in 
the towns of Luweero and Masindi, an OVC programme in Eastern Uganda and also provides 
wholesale finance to a national NGO operating in Western Uganda. 

Mission To work “in partnership with God and people everywhere, from all walks of life, to develop 
communities with people in need by building and renovating houses so that there are decent 
houses in decent communities in which every person can experience God’s love and can live 
and grow into all that God intends.”  

Objectives To “increase access to housing microfinance products and services in Uganda.”  

Type of institution HFHU is transforming into a specialist housing microfinance retailer, a wholesale lender and 
a provider of housing support services and products. 

Sector A non-profit non-government organisation (NGO).  

Target market Low income people in rural and peri-urban towns with secure tenure although they need not 
have title to land. 

Loan book size As at June 2009 the outstanding Home Improvement Loan book balance was  
UGX 567,535,510 (USD 284,907). 

Total number of 
housing loans 

As at June 2009 HFHU has issued Home Improvement Loans to 480 people. 

Housing microfinance 
as a % of loan book 

100% 

Average loan size Average  Home Improvement Loan size during the pilot: UGX 1,500 (USD 0.75)   

PAR21 PAR is between 11 and 12%  

Repayment rate 88.02% 
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Housing support products and services offered 
 

Key role-players providing support 
 

HFHU and UGAFODE do not provide housing support products and services to their clients. 

Clients rely on the assistance of local artisans whom they engage independently to help them 

to calculate material quantities, the cost of improvements and to subsequently make the 

improvements if the loan is approved. No special assistance is provided to clients with 

special needs such as women or the disabled although HFHU does have a separate support 

programme for orphans and vulnerable children. Some HFHU staff members in the Luweero 

branch offer some unofficial advice to HFHU clients.  

 

The problems with land ownership and titling in Uganda present challenges. Regulations and 

requirements differ from place to place and land is sometimes communally owned. Clients 

struggle to navigate the bureaucracy involved in registering title over land, which is also a 

costly process.  At the request of clients, UGAFODE provide assistance by processing the 

client‟ land registration with the land registration office. This does not expedite or ensure 

approval but relieves the client of attending to the administrative „red-tape‟.  
 

Houses are designed by clients with assistance from local artisans. Pit latrines either form 

part of the initial house design or are excluded altogether. Water is also not generally 

provided to the site which reduces the complexity of the design process. Loans are accessed 

individually and both HFHU and UGAFODE are not involved in infrastructure design and 

installation or in the design of the layout of an area.  

Uganda Agency for Development Ltd. (UGAFODE)  

Geographic scope UGAFODE is located in Kampala and operates nine branches in various districts in Western 
Uganda. 

Mission “To promote economic and spiritual transformation through microenterprises development 
in a manner that glorifies God so that the poor in Uganda can achieve self sustenance for 
themselves, their families and their communities.”  

Objectives UGAFODE’s aims include becoming the preferred microfinance institution in Uganda, 
increasing its customer base and the quality and quantity of its loan portfolio. 

Type of institution A general microfinance retailer with housing microfinance products. 

Sector UGAFODE is a non-profit non-government organisation and is in the process of registering 
as a Microfinance Deposit-taking Institution.25   

Target market Upper lower income clients (salary earners, farmers, processors, marketers, transporters, 
people with businesses etc.); typically clients may have household incomes of about UGX 
200,000 (USD 100). 

Loan book size As at December 2008 the total outstanding loan balance was UGX 5.4b (USD 2.7m)  

No. of outstanding 
loans 

As at December 2008 UGAFODE had issued 6698 loans. As at September 2009 UGAFODE 
issued Flexible Housing Loans to 435 people and Micro Mortgages to 40 persons. 

Housing microfinance 
as a % of loan book 

By November 2009 the value of both the combined Micro Mortgage and Flexible Housing 
Loans represented 18.8% of UGAFODE’s overall loan portfolio. 

Average loan size Average Flexible Housing Loans: UGX 833,333 (USD 418) 
Average Micro Mortgage: UGX 5m (USD 2,510) 

PAR PAR is 11.09%. 
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The clients or the artisans they engage provide unskilled 

labour. The building materials that are utilised are usually 

readily available. Clients obtain quotations from material 

suppliers, sometimes with assistance from the artisans and 

local suppliers are normally utilised.  Clients or the artisans 

often produce their own bricks on site. 

 

As described above, on the request of clients, UGAFODE 

assists with processing land registrations on behalf of 

clients.  

 

Location of support and personnel 
 

HFHU has a national office with two branches in Luweero 

and Masindi, comprising 35 people collectively. Twelve of 

the 35 are dedicated to the housing microfinance 

programme with management and administrative staff 

supporting all HFHU programme areas. Branches each have 

a Branch Supervisor, two Credit Officers, an Accounts 

Assistant, Cashier and Office Assistant. 

 

UGAFODE has a branch network covering nine branches in 

Uganda (Kampala, Mpigi, Lyantonde, Kyotera, Mbarara, 

Ibanda, Ishaka, Rukungiri and Ntungamo) with 

approximately 89 staff members. Two credit officers are 

designated to handle the Flexible Housing Loans in each of 

the three branches involved in the roll out of the product. All 

UGAFODE branch staff members are involved in 

implementing or maintaining the systems used in the pilot; 

the organisation also intends recruiting regional supervisors 

for the verification of housing loan use. 

 

The country produces few school leaving graduates eligible 

for university and fewer still university graduates with 

financial skills. Skills needed in microfinance institutions 

are thus in short supply. 

 

Housing support products and services are not provided in-

house by UGAFODE or HFHU but have nonetheless had an 

impact on personnel needs. Evaluations26 have indicated 

that both organisations run the risk of providing insufficient 

loan finance for planned home improvements if credit 

officers are not able to properly assess the adequacy of the 

loan amounts requested by clients for planned works. As a 

result, clients may subsequently be unable to complete their home improvement projects. 

The evaluations conclude that staff should be trained to cost home improvements and that 

UGAFODE, in particular should consider hiring loan officers with some technical background 

in housing construction. These recommendations are being implemented. 

 

 

 

HFHU FINANCIAL PRODUCT 
RANGE 
 
HFHU has one generic retail loan product -
its Home Improvement Loan. 
 

 Typically, HFHU loans are used for 
roofing, plastering, concrete flooring, 
buying shutters, solar panels, water 
tanks and installing pit latrines.  

 Loans are for a minimum of UGX 
100,000 (USD 50) and a maximum of 
UGX 3,000,000 (USD 1,506). 

 An application fee UGX 10,000 (USD 
5) is payable. 

 To discourage loan diversion a two 
tier interest rate is applied. An initial 
interest rate of 60%pa flat is set and if 
loans are verified as having been 
utilised for home improvements the 
interest rate is reduced to 24%pa flat. 

 2% of the approved loan amount is 
paid on approval as an administrative 
fee. 

 1% of the approved loan amount is 
paid on approval for insurance. 

 Borrowers are insured against e.g. 
death, temporary and permanent 
disabilities as well as catastrophic loss 
to the house being improved or built. 

 Loan period ranges from four to 24 
months. 

 HHFU takes titles as security when 
these are available. They also accept 
purchase agreements which are 
recognised by the courts although, in 
such instances, transfer of title has 
not been registered officially at the 
Land Registration office as is required 
under the Registration of Titles Act. 
Loan agreements enable HFHU to sell 
without going to court and to take 
movable assets (including livestock) 
when clients are in default. 

 To further mitigate risk each borrower 
has two people from their village act 
as guarantors and all loans are issued 
to two persons (spouses, a parent and 
adult child or two relatives).  

 
HFHU also provided wholesale finance 
(UGX 330,000,000 (USD 165,663)) to 
UGAFODE at an interest rate of 8%pa over 
a three year payment period to capitalise 
UGAFODE’s home improvement loan 
product. After the pilot another 
disbursement was made at a revised 
interest rate of 10%. 
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Accessibility of skills  
 

Staff of UGAFODE and HFHU - and HFHU clients - state that 

builders are easily sourced within the local communities. 

Clients report that they consult within their communities 

and are easily referred to reputable builders. They compare 

prices and are able to source affordable and reliable 

artisans.   

 

 

Pricing of housing support products and 

services  

 

Costs 
 

The cost of UGAFODE‟s assistance with land titling is 

between UGX 350,000 – UGX 900,000 (USD 176 - 452) 

per client including the fees of the Land Registration Office. 

This is passed on directly to the client in the loan and is 

repaid over six months. 

 

Client willingness to pay and affordability 
 

HFHU believe that their clients would be unwilling to pay for 

housing support products and services since they lack 

funds and generally do not think that they require such 

assistance. They suggest that where such services or 

products are provided that the fees be structured in the 

loan as an administrative cost. 

 

Some UGAFODE clients have expressed reluctance to pay 

for the verification of loans which UGAFODE includes in 

their administrative fee which is collected when the loan is 

approved. In contrast, although they may be unwilling to 

pay for it, HFHU clients say that the verification is beneficial 

as it keeps them motivated to conclude their home 

improvement projects and to resist diverting funds.  

 

 

Overall assessment 
 

Successful aspects of the approach 
 

Although limited in scale HFHU and UGAFODE have been relatively successful thus far. In its 

retail operation, HFHU offered a product which is consumer-driven and thus responsive to 

the needs prioritised by its target group. HFHU and UGAFODE sensitise clients about the loan 

terms upfront before loan applications are made. This has positively influenced the quality of 

the loans and is likely to positively impact the overall performance of their loan portfolios. 

UGAFODE FINANCIAL PRODUCT 
RANGE 
 
UGAFODE offers more than a dozen 
microfinance products including two 
housing related products, its Flexible 
Mortgage and Micro Mortgage.  
 
Loans are used for roofing, fixing doors 
and window frames, plastering of walls and 
floors, fixing of ceiling frames, building 
bathrooms, pit latrines and kitchens. 
 
The Flexible Mortgage was piloted with 
wholesale finance from HFHU and is similar 
to the HFHU Home Improvement Loan: 

 
 Loans are for a minimum of UGX 

200,000 and a maximum of UGX 
3,000,000 (USD 100 -1,506). 

 An application fee UGX 10,000 is 
payable (USD 5). 

 To discourage loan diversion a two 
tier interest rate is applied. An initial 
interest rate of 36%pa flat is set and if 
loans are verified as having been 
utilised for home improvements the 
interest rate is reduced to 24%pa flat. 

 2% of the approved loan amount is 
paid on approval as an administrative 
fee. 

 1% of the approved loan amount is 
paid on approval for insurance. 

 Borrowers are insured against e.g. 
death, permanent disability and 
destruction of property by natural 
catastrophes.  

 Loan period ranges from four to 24 
months. 

 UGAFODE takes titles as security 
when clients purchase land or houses. 
Like HFHU, they accept purchase 
agreements and movable assets as 
security and require two guarantors. 

 
The Micro Mortgage was introduced with 
UGAFODE’s own funds following the 
success of the Flexible Mortgage. Although 
similar it has the following variations: 
 

 Loans are for a maximum of UGX 
30,000,000 (USD 15,060). 

 Loan period is 36 months. 

 The loan is only available for the 
outright purchase of land or property 
or to persons who have already 
started saving money, accumulating 
building materials or construction. 
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Recent evaluations of both UGAFODE‟s and HFHU home improvement loan products show 

that the majority of clients understand the terms.27 

 

HFHU and UGAFODE generally do not provide any housing support products and services; 

this has had no apparent impact on the successful application of the funds for their intended 

purpose or on the quality of workmanship achieved.  A recent evaluation of HFHU‟s retail 

lending programme showed that the majority of their clients do not see the need for such 

support and the remaining minority indicated that support in preparing bills of quantities for 

planned works or assistance with surveys to obtain land titles would be beneficial.28 67% of 

UGAFODE‟s clients said they had access to technical support services but would still 

appreciate support with preparing bills of quantities.29 

 

Both organisations have effectively used a two-tier interest rate system as a deterrent 

against loan diversion. In addition, both require two guarantors for each loan and HFHU 

issues loans to two persons jointly. This practice successfully adapts the social pressure 

utilised in group lending models to individual loans. 

 

UGAFODE has identified a strategic low-cost service which they can render to their clients 

which makes an important impact on the demand for their services and products. 
 

One of the most successful aspects is the way HFHU repositioned itself. While HFHU 

recognises that this process could have improved by following up with the development of a 

business plan, it was nonetheless very effective in repositioning the organisation. The 

repositioning resulted in the mutually beneficial partnership with UGAFODE despite the 

challenging nature of partnerships between mature institutions. 

 

The partnership successfully achieved its strategic objective of exponentially increasing 

“access to housing microfinance products and services by promoting housing microfinance 

through partnerships with existing microfinance institutions and microfinance deposit-taking 

institutions in Uganda.” UGAFODE disbursed 100% of the HFHU funds and a second loan has 

been extended by HFHU to UGAFODE. At the same time, UGAFODE has subsequently 

committed its own funds into expanding its housing loan portfolio and product mix.  The 

funds initially borrowed and collected from UGAFODE have been revolved enabling HFHU to 

reach an ever-expanding number of people with a single funding pool. The partnership with 

UGAFODE expanded HFHU‟s geographic reach while simultaneously expanding the volume of 

clients served. The success of the pilot also influenced the practice of other banks. 

 

HFHU has successfully started applying microfinance and housing microfinance best practice 

standards in its internal operations; a necessity to succeed in their new programme. 

 

Main benefits of the approach mentioned by HFHU, UGAFODE and HFHU 

clients30 
 

HFHU clients describe the upfront sensitisation about the terms of the loans as beneficial as 

it enables them to improve their homes incrementally, develops their understanding of what 

they can afford, teaches them how to save regularly and enhances their ability to manage 

debt. 

 

UGAFODE notes that HFHU partnership had several benefits: 

 It provided access to funds which was packaged in a product which proved popular and 

demonstrated to them the demand for - and viability of housing microloans.  
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 HFHU‟s approach to the partnership included skills development; the transfer of skills 

enabled UGAFODE to develop the capacity to successfully offer the housing micro-loans.  

 HFHU and UGAFODE developed the consumer-driven loan product jointly which increased 

UGAFODE‟s client retention while expanding their client base. 

 

The Flexible Housing Loans‟ success encouraged UGAFODE to expand their housing loan 

portfolio. They developed a new product, a Micro Mortgage and financed it with their own 

resources UGX 40m (USD 20,080) to meet the needs of others at a higher end of the market. 

 

UGAFODE notes that the cost of operations are reduced when housing microfinance is 

introduced into a microfinance institution‟s loan portfolio as the loan term is longer, clients 

return for subsequent loans on the same property, and the loans are for higher values. The 

overall administrative costs are thus reduced. 

 

UGAFODE comments that the repayment rate is higher because people comply with the loan 

terms as they value their housing and the client sensitisation process makes the 

consequences of non-payment very clear.  

 

The partnership with UGAFODE expanded HFHU‟s organisational impact.  The performance of 

UGAFODE‟s Flexible Housing Loans (94% repayment rate with 95% of the loans being utilised 

for the intended purpose) allowed HFHU to revolve their funds thus expanding the impact of 

the same funds by reaching more clients and new geographic areas.  

 

Both HFHU and UGAFODE consider that they have successfully limited loan diversion by 

using the two tier interest rate system which penalises clients with a higher interest rate if 

home improvements are not undertaken as planned. HFHU clients agree that this 

discourages loan diversion and keeps them focused on achieving their home improvement 

goals in the agreed upon timeframe - they value this pressure as housing is important to 

them.  They also report that they often benefit from the additional technical advice provided 

unofficially by the HFHU staff during the follow-up verification visits.  

 

By introducing the new Home Improvement Loan, HFHU clients are no longer bound to one 

predetermined product. They have increased flexibility and choice which is important and 

appropriate for the target market served. 

 

In its retail operations HFHU has been able to retain its existing clients in Luweero and 

Masindi while also expanding its client base in these areas.  

 

HFHU‟s approach to retail lending enables the gradual achievement of economies of scale so 

that the ratio of staff to borrowers improves over time thus improving operational efficiency. 

 

Challenges and barriers to expanding operations 
 

External context  

The problems with land ownership and titling in Uganda are challenging as regulations and 

requirements differ from place to place and land is sometimes communally owned. Clients 

struggle to navigate the bureaucracy involved in registering title over land, which is also a 

costly process.  This makes it difficult for housing microfinance lenders to package a single 

product suited to every region in the country and impacts the duration and cost of the 

administrative process. This situation discourages microfinance institutions from housing 

microlending. 
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Save for the client sensitisation, the verification of home improvements and assistance with 

land registration HFHU and UGAFODE do not provide any housing support products and 

services. This has not presented any significant challenges as there are very few competitors 

in the market and the loans are taken up by clients who prioritise their home improvements. 

There are no immediate challenges to continuing with this model but as the operation 

expands this should be reviewed.  

 

The barriers faced in their efforts to expand are discussed below. 

 

Strategic positioning 

HFHU‟s impact in any one area is reduced by the current split organisational focus – 

especially regarding the attention of senior management and finance staff. HFHU essentially 

has three programmes (retail lending, wholesale lending and orphans and vulnerable 

children); each require different expertise, competencies, systems and each operates in 

different geographic areas. In addition, there is a huge demand for each programme and few 

competitors or other role-players providing similar services. Despite this, making tough 

choices soon about organisational focus will enable HFHU to broaden its impact and develop 

its expertise. Three options are evident: 

1. Adopting one clear focus area and developing a growth plan to maximise market 

impact through specialisation. 

2. Maintaining the status quo with three distinct programmes which are insignificant in 

scale (especially in relation to need) and which only delivers to a small number of 

people while incurring the high overhead costs which such diversification carries. 

3. Maintaining the three distinct programmes and adopting an ambitious yet viable 

growth plan to maximise impact in each of the programme areas. 

 

There are many areas where microfinance institutions do not operate and complete market 

penetration through wholesale financing may not be possible in the short to medium term; 

although this may change in the long term as housing microfinance becomes more 

entrenched and the situation in post-conflict areas stabilises. As a wholesaler, HFHU may 

struggle to select appropriate reputable, viable microfinance institutions to partner with that 

share HFHU‟s commitment to serve the lower income portion of the market. 

 

HFHU previously provided housing credit on very soft terms and the new housing 

microfinance programme was piloted in the same geographic location where they previously 

ran other programmes. Running a sustainable housing microfinance programme has been 

challenging since clients have a long-standing relationship with HFHU and expect leniency. 

HFHU has thus struggled to meet some targets, for example their repayment rate has been 

88% while UGAFODE‟s repayment rate for the same product has been 94%. 

 

Resources 

Establishing new retail branches and managing a greater number of wholesale partners 

requires people with the requisite finance skills. Uganda‟s financial sector is growing and 

there is high demand for these skills which are in short supply in the country.31 Given this, 

attracting and retaining suitably qualified skilled staff may obstruct expansion.  

 

Both HFHU and UGAFODE require more wholesale funds for borrowing to respond to the high 

demand for housing micro-loans. HFHU also requires further funding to cope with the growing 

demand for wholesale finance. All these funds need to be accessed at affordable interest 

rates due to the limited affordability levels of the end-users. 
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Internal systems 

HFHU has operated as a charity for several years but the new microfinance programme 

required a new modus operandi - much of which is already well documented as microfinance 

best practice. Transitioning from the operational approach of a charity toward that of a 

sustainable housing microfinance institution is a change process encompassing the 

challenges inherent in change management (including clarifying and communicating values 

and mission, overcoming resistance, leadership alignment, culture change, business process 

reengineering etc.).  Given this and HFHU‟s international linkages it is necessary that HFHU 

educates its key stakeholders to ensure that it enjoys full support and buy-in. This is 

especially so for its parent body, a primary source of funding.  

 

Since introducing the housing microfinance programme, HFHU has undertaken aspects of its 

operations differently to manage the risks associated with housing microfinance (for 

example, product development, appraisals of loans, client sensitisation or education about 

the loan product etc.). The organisation no longer provides housing support products and 

services but retained the staff members who were previously involved in that service. This 

was a challenging paradigm shift for the staff as they had to adapt, re-orientate and perform 

in areas where they lacked expertise. This was addressed through open dialogue about the 

change process as well as staff training (formal and on-the-job). Similarly, UGAFODE, as a 

microfinance institution, faced a challenge when introducing the housing micro-loan as it had 

to develop the human resource capacity to appraise the technical aspects of the housing 

loans. This was addressed through in-house and on-the-job staff training. 

 

HFHU commenced the housing microfinance programme without a clear and comprehensive 

business plan. This led to inadequate internal controls and inadequate preparations for 

staffing, training, marketing and overall management of the product. The absence of a 

vibrant management information system at the onset coupled with poor reporting systems 

between national and field offices made loan monitoring and follow up difficult. This has 

been addressed through new appointments and the introduction of systems.  HFHU still 

needs an appropriately flexible management information system to efficiently track its retail 

and wholesale loans and follow up defaulters.  This is critical to expanding its reach.  

 

Key lessons arising and potential for replication 
Several aspects of the model in this case study are suitable for replication. They should however, 

always be appropriately customised and adapted for different organisations and contexts. 
 

HFHU‟s shift away from the provision of extensive housing support services and products has 

delivered better quantitative results and satisfactory qualitative results in line with the 

organisation‟s mission. This suggests that, the objective to improve the housing conditions of 

the poor may be well served through the provision of housing microfinance, in some 

instances. 

 

HFHU‟s experience indicates that depending on environmental conditions (building 

regulations, level of sanitation, availability of skilled artisans and builders, accessibility of 

materials, etc.) is not always essential to provide housing support products and services to 

ensure that housing microfinance results in home improvements. No house plans are 

required in rural areas in Uganda for housing construction and the general lack of sanitation 

and poor access to water reduce the technical requirements for house building. This and the 

widespread practice by people of constructing their own houses using local materials (mud 
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and wattle) and familiar technologies, makes the HFHU and UGAFODE approach possible. 

This case should encourage other microfinance institutions involved in the provision of 

housing support products and services to objectively review the purpose, need and costs 

involved in providing such services and to assess the appropriate level of support required by 

their context. 

 

Both the HFHU and UGAFODE experience demonstrates the effectiveness of the two-tier 

interest rate system (5% initially, reduced to 2% if the loan use is verified) in deterring clients 

from diverting loans. The initial interest rate is prohibitively high and client education prior to 

tabling loan applications ensures that potential borrowers fully understand the purpose and 

impact of this practice. Interest rates are reduced once the lender has verified that the loan 

funds have been successfully utilised for their intended purpose. Thus, an incentive is 

created for clients to complete the home improvement and the lender is assured of impact. 

This novel disincentive to the diversion of funds may be replicable elsewhere, since loan 

diversion is commonplace in microfinance.  

 

Considering the wholesale pilot, the case study illustrates the effectiveness of carefully 

established and managed partnerships in enhancing organisational impact.  HFHU entered 

into the partnership cautiously careful in their selection of a partner. Effective mechanisms 

were put in place to manage the partnership and ensure it achieved its intended results. 

These involved planning, monitoring and learning together as the pilot was implemented. 

Several lessons relating to partnerships generally and wholesale lending in particular also 

emerged from the HFHU – UGAFODE partnership: 

 When entering partnerships the lead organisation needs to define and clearly package 

what it has to offer potential partners.  

 In selecting partners a smaller scale microfinance institution may be better able to 

introduce a new product quickly as it may be easier to engage the decision-makers 

directly and a smaller microfinance institution‟s internal decision-making process may be 

simpler than that of a larger scale microfinance institution. On the other hand, a larger 

microfinance institution may be better able manage risk and absorb the initial costs 

involved with introducing new product lines. 

 Due diligence on potential partners should be undertaken before entering into any 

wholesale lending relationship. 

 The skills set of the partner organisation needs to be assessed and a strategy must be 

put in place to realistically develop adequate in-house capacity for housing microfinance. 

 

HFHU learned that, in order to attract more capital to finance its lending activities, it is 

necessary to adopt microfinance institution best practices and to understand how to 

measure its operational self-sufficiency as a housing microfinance institution. Training 

service providers specialising in microfinance, readily available in Uganda, assisted in 

building staff capacity in this regard. The application of these best practice standards should 

be embraced and adopted by other housing microfinance institutions so that the housing 

microfinance sector can be strengthened and attract more capital investments. 

 

From the success of HFHU‟s Home Improvement Loan and the UGAFODE Flexible Housing 

Loans, HFHU learned that it is unnecessary to enforce programmes or products on people 

and that a client-centric process is both appropriate and successful. HFHU previously 

believed that people depended on them for a „full service‟ including the provision of 

extensive housing support comprising both advice and physical construction of housing. This 

was informed by preconceived notions of what clients wanted and needed and about what 

clients were capable of doing independently. HFHU and UGAFODE now offer a consumer-
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driven product and recognise the capability of their target clients to source housing support 

products and services independently. 

Partnering with HFHU enabled UGAFODE to learn how to do housing microfinance and 

develop a better understanding of a new market. They have since continued with the Flexible 

Housing Loans and developed the Micro Mortgage demonstrating that access to wholesale 

finance on attractive terms along with technical support could effectively stimulate new 

entrants into the housing microfinance sector. HFHU‟s use of wholesale lending to achieve 

greater impact can also be considered for replication. The provision of technical support 

along with the finance ensured that the market was stimulated and HFHU impact expanded.   

 

Both HFHU and UGAFODE are piloting the same retail loan product in similar market 

segments but are achieving different results. One has a 94% repayment rate and the other 

88%. This points to the need to develop internal expertise in writing good quality loans and 

the need to have strong collections processes and systems to support this. More insidiously, 

it could suggest that the client‟s perceptions of the lender may influence how they prioritise 

repayment and may illustrate how sophisticated housing microfinance clients are. 

 

UGAFODE‟s assistance with land registration is a valuable client service given that the lack of 

tenure security is a significant blockage to improved housing for many Ugandans. The 

provision of effective and efficient assistance by lenders in this early stage of the housing 

value chain can unlock this blockage and facilitate the expansion of Uganda‟s housing 

microfinance sector. 

 

HFHU and UGAFODE‟s approach to upfront and comprehensive client sensitisation 

(education) has improved the quality of loan applications and repayments rates. This practice 

ensures that clients fully understand the loan product and the obligations arising from taking 

up the loans and could easily be replicated.  

 

HFHU‟s cogent strategic repositioning process (through careful research, honest evaluation 

of the organisational capacity and market analysis of both needs and trends) represents a 

good practice example for other NGOs involved in housing microfinance.  A feasibility 

assessment was made including an analysis of the needs of the target market, relevant 

trends in the external environment and an honest evaluation of the organisation‟s capacity.  

 

HFHU‟s concern with achieving significant impact is a necessary fixation for any development 

organisation. Many lack such concern when expanding their reach.  This focus is worth 

replication elsewhere.  

 

HFHU‟s concern with learning from its own experience and that of others is another good 

practice example for others. The organisational learning aspect of the strategic repositioning 

was conscious and rigorous. The organisation‟s planning, monitoring and evaluation systems 

and processes were adapted to support learning at every stage of the pilot process and in 

the ongoing operations of the loan book. 

 

HFHU and UGAFODE‟s adaptation of the social pressure utilised in group lending in their 

lending model is innovative and effective and could be replicated elsewhere. 
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Contact details 
 

Address 

Habitat for Humanity Uganda 

Plot 7206 Bukasa Close 

Off Muyenga-Tankhill Road  

Kampala, Uganda 

Telephone 

+256 414 501 457    

+256 392 760 802 
Email 

noffice@hfhuganda.org 

  

 

List of acronyms and abbreviations 
 
b  Billion 

e.g.  For example 

etc.  Etcetera 

GDP   Gross domestic product  

HDI  Human Development Index  

HFHU   Habitat for Humanity Uganda  

m  Million 

NGO  Non-government organisation 

NHCC   National Housing and Construction Corporation  

OVC   Orphans and vulnerable children  

pa  Per annum 

PAR   Portfolio at risk  

PPP  Purchasing power parity  

UGAFODE   Uganda Agency for Development Limited 

UGX   Ugandan Shilling 

USD   United States Dollar

mailto:noffice@hfhuganda.org
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